NDIA HSI-SE Committee

Mission
• Develop a Government and Industry partnership to effectively integrate Human Systems Integration (HSI) in the DoD acquisition process to improve overall system performance and decrease total ownership lifecycle costs.

Strategic Goals
• Establish and promote a common understanding of HSI
• Advocate for the continued integration of HSI in acquisition efforts
• Establish a means to share HSI knowledge, methods and best practices
• Address common HSI gap areas
• Standardize on use of language

Objectives
• Grow our HSI community of practice to share knowledge, methods & tools, and collaborate with other committees and industry/academia groups
• Implement HSI uniformly, per DoDI5000.02, Enclosure 8 for best value HSI design & development solutions
• Leverage the best of HSI best practices and technology use from government, industry and academia to close gap areas and position HSI for the future

Meetings
• Co-chairs: Elaine Thorpe and Matthew Risser
• Quarterly HSI meetings (contact Elaine Thorpe, elaine.m.thorpe@boeing.com)
• HSI track at annual SE Division Meetings

http://www.ndia.org/Divisions/Divisions/SystemsEngineering/Pages/HSISubcommittee-SE.aspx